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ADI SUMMIT

A big thank you to all of you.
Your numerous presence, your passion for our
profession, your personal commitment and our
desire to meet and exchange contributed to the
success of our Monaco Anniversary Summit.
Thank you all!
I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate
once again the entire ADI team for the perfect
organization of these days, which combined
professionalism and hard work (more than 400
meetings) in a favourable setting and wonderful
moments of pleasure and conviviality. Well done, ADI
Team!
Love of life, passion for the Automotive, creativity,
initiative, talent and outstanding personality: a big
thank you to Eddie Jordan ( and his band ) for spicing
up and animating our evening. We all took notes,
Eddie !

😊

We were also all moved by the testimony of our
colleague Alexey Mitskevich from AD Ukraine and
admired the courage and faith in the future that he
and his comrades have shown: what a lesson!
Let us continue to support them as best we can.
We count especially on our suppliers to continue to
deliver the points of sale which remain operational in
a part of the country.
After these intense days, we have all returned to our
daily lives with our motivation increased tenfold
and our convictions strengthened: long-term work,
courage, initiative and entrepreneurship, strength
and the pleasure of being together are values that
we share.
Let’s continue to carry them and to cultivate them.
This is what makes AD International an original,
successful and particularly endearing organization.
Enjoy your reading.
Stéphane Antiglio
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Our supplier portfolio
ADI’s supplier portfolio counts more than 40 leading parts manufacturers, all with OE pedigree.
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Cybersecurity

From its headquarters in Brussels, the European
federation of the automotive aftermarket distributors, Figiefa, monitors and accompanies the development of European and International legislation affecting the automotive aftermarket. Figiefa
represents the interests of its members towards
European and international institutions.
In a series of articles in this newsletter, Figiefa and
ADI, who is assisting Figiefa in various dedicated
working groups, intend to give you an executive
overview of key topics that are bound to affect tomorrow’s IAM playing field.
In this editon: Cybersecurity

What is the issue?
With the rise of connected and automated driving on one side,
and the general increase of new cyberthreats on the other side,
legislators worldwide felt the need to introduce regulation for
addressing the issue of cybersecurity in the automotive sector.
This is something which FIGIEFA is in favour of in order to protect
motorists and unleash the potential of the market by ensuring
confidence in new mobility technologies.
UNECE, a body of the United Nations dealing with mobility
issues (among other topics), finalised in June 2020 two pieces of
legislation on the matter, Regulation N°155 on ‘Cybersecurity’ and
Regulation N°156 for ‘Software Updates’. These Regulations will
now be transposed into the European Union’s legislation by mid2021. These two Regulations on Cybersecurity and on Software
Updates will become applicable, once adopted in the European
Union, in 2022 for newly type-approved vehicles and as from
2024 for the existing vehicle park.
2022: UN cybersecurity regulations apply to newly
type-approved vehicles
2024: UN cybersecurity regulations apply to the entire car
park
With Regulation n°155, UNECE has established an initial
inventory of potential cyberthreats and corresponding
mitigation measures. These mitigation measures however are
not concrete implementation measures and give the freedom
for vehicle manufacturers to implement their own proprietary
security controls. They are now allowed to set their own
benchmark (i.e. “what is adequate security?”) and implement
their own proprietary cybersecurity measures as part of vehicle
type approval. Each vehicle manufacturer will create its own
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cybersecurity management system to set up organisational
processes and implement security/software-update-related
measures for each vehicle type. As a result, vehicle manufacturers
can consider any access to and communication with the vehicle
as a cyberthreat, and they can implement access control
mechanisms and practices to address cybersecurity concerns
(e.g. for the OBD port and wireless connection). The vehicle
can be ring-fenced with vehicle manufacturers’ proprietary
cybersecurity measures and this has the potential to adversely
affect the day to day operations of your companies.

How could it impact your business?
As it stands today, this UNECE Regulation does not include
any form of robust safeguard clauses for the automotive
aftermarket. The proprietary cybersecurity strategy of the
vehicle manufacturers could make it impossible to use spare
parts from independent sources, as they could be rejected by
the vehicle in the name of ‘security’. This exclusion could have a
profound and negative impact on your entire portfolio of spare
parts identified as “cybersecurity relevant” (e.g. any part with
electronic components), especially those which are not sourced
from original equipment suppliers .
Impediments to free competition in the automotive aftermarket
could be extended even further under the argument (or even
pretext) of ‘cybersecurity’. First examples are access restrictions
to the OBD port via proprietary vehicle manufacturers’ security
certificates, proprietary vehicle manufacturers’ codes (QR codes
or software) needed for the activation of spare parts (often with
vehicle manufacturers’ own diagnostic tools) or the general
prevention of remote communication with the vehicle and its
data. All these restrictions could now be imposed widely under
the legal requirements of cybersecurity protection.

Today, around 100 million lines of code are embedded in
vehicles.
By 2030, around 300 million lines of code will make
vehicles roadworthy.
This would prevent independent, multi-brand businesses to conduct
a wide range of repair and maintenance services and drive further
consumers into the vehicle manufacturers’ contracted networks.

What is FIGIEFA doing?
FIGIEFA fully supports measures to protect connected vehicles
against cybersecurity threats. However, the process of crossreferencing of the UNECE Cybersecurity Regulations into the
European Union’s legislation should not lead to granting vehicle
manufacturers a total arbitrary control of the cybersecurity
implementation. The European Union must take the necessary
measures to avoid that the entire automotive aftermarket (and
related digital and mobility value chains) is disrupted.
FIGIEFA fully supports measures protecting connected
vehicles and avoiding disruption in the aftermarket.
This is why FIGIEFA, together with other aftermarket, leasing/
rental companies and consumer organisations organised in ‘AFCAR’
(Alliance for the Freedom of Car Repairs), is currently in the
process of informing European Union’s officials and Member States
representatives to raise awareness and gather support. The objective
is to ensure that the transposition of the UNECE Regulations into
the European Union’s legal framework is accompanied by robust
implementation clauses to ensure that all stakeholders continue to
have the ability to operate, in a non-discriminatory and competitive
manner, whilst addressing cybersecurity. Without such measures,
the aftermarket would be at risk.
In more details, FIGIEFA is calling upon
decision-makers to ensure i.a.:

 amending the provisions on the OBD port to define rules for
the period of proprietary issuing of security certificates by vehicle manufacturers until the European Union-wide certification
scheme is set-up.
As a result of our information activities, the European Commission
decided to react in a supportive manner. The issue of cybersecurity
and secure installation of spare parts was added into the work
programme for 2022 of the relevant Directorate General, and
FIGIEFA was invited to present this issue at an experts group
meeting in February 2022. Following discussion at this meeting,
it was decided to launch a stakeholder expert group meeting with
participants from the vehicle manufacturers (ACEA), aftermarket
operators (AFCAR) and first equipment suppliers (CLEPA), with
the European Commission chairing the meeting. The first meeting
of this working group was held on May 2022, where the FIGIEFA/
AFCAR proposals capturing the above asks, were used to drive
the discussion. There was an initial agreement (in principle) by
the vehicle manufacturers for our asks, and there was a common
understanding that this issue needs to be discussed further in
detail. As a result , we are expecting to further rounds of discussion
to be held in the coming months.
In parallel, FIGIEFA is organising technical meetings with spare
parts experts to work on concrete implementation requirements
for cybersecurity, and is arranging informational webinars to
prepare FIGIEFA members for cybersecurity.
Last but not least, FIGIEFA commissioned an independent
cybersecurity study, with the aim to show that it is perfectly
possible to have the highest level of cybersecurity protection,
whilst at the same time allowing an independent communication
with the vehicle, its data and resources.

 cybersecurity compatibility and interoperability for replacement The outcome of the political discussions on this issue will have
a decisive impact on our sector. FIGIEFA will keep defending
parts;
your interests in the upcoming months to make sure that your
 cybersecurity compatibility and interoperability for multi-brand companies don’t get hampered from conducting business. We will
diagnostic tools;
need your support to strengthen our activities and to convince
 setting-up a European Union-wide certification scheme, by ex- political decision-makers of the importance of taking into
tending the current SERMI scheme to cybersecurity (including consideration your needs.
also an approval and authorisation scheme for diagnostic tools
and any other operator involved in providing mobility services;
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A D I S U M M ! T: AU TO M OT I V E
TO P PA R T S S U P P L I E R S A N D
A D I N T E R N AT I O N A L M E E T I N
M O N T E C A R LO F O R T H E 33 R D
E D I T I O N O F T H E A D I S U M M ! T.
On May 4 - 5 , Autodistribution International hosted nearly 200 participants at the 33rd edition of
the ADI Summit.
To celebrate AD International’s 50th Anniversary with a 2 year’s delay (the original celebration in
2020 had to be postponed due to the pandemic) the Summ!t moved to the prestigious Fairmont
Hotel in the Principality of Monaco.

Opening on Wednesday 4 at 12:00
and until Thursday May 5, trade and
industry debated past and future
business in more than 400 half hour
sessions between AD International’s 23
partners and 45 Premium Automotive
Suppliers in a “racetrack” setting,
referring to the famous Monaco Grand
Prix.
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Keynote speaker Eddie Jordan, founder
and owner of the famous F1 Team
Jordan, now active in many business
fields and industries, gave the audience
a dynamic, entertaining and catchy view
on challenges and achievements of
his career in the F1 world and his later
business live, filling the audience with
words of strength and belief in personal
performance and accomplishment.
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During his welcome, Manuel Van Royen, ADI Managing Director,
expressed warm thanks to the ADI trade and industry partners for
50+2 years of loyalty to AD International.

During the speech of Stéphane Antiglio
(ADI President), a live connection
was made with Alexey Mitskevich,
Marketing Director of AD Ukraine.
Alexey reported on the regrettable
situation in their country and the
impact on their business. On behalf
of AD Ukraine Alexey thanked the ADI
family for their support, confirmed
their confidence in the future and
solicited the support of the industry to
help maintain and rebuild the business.
After the emotional testimonial
followed a minute-long ovation.
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On Thursday evening the participants
were taken to the Villa Ephrussi de
Rothschild, a splendid mansion with
a rich history dating back to the very
beginning of the 20th century and
located at St. Jean Cap Ferrat, for a
moment of conclusion and celebration.

The evening was marked by the
proclamation of the Supplier of the Year
2021, taken away by Bilstein Group for
their exceptional achievements during
2021 with the ADI Partners. From left
to right: Stéphane Antiglio, Nicole
Puschmann, Stijn Janssens, Ulrich
Wiedemuth

The ADI Summit 2022 was concluded with
a 50 (+2) Birthday Cake, symbolically cut
by Omer Wesemael, former ADI Managing
Director and retired in 2021, and the
former ADI Presidents Josep Bosch Y
Sayols (Honorary President), Olivier Roux
and Thomas Vollmar, who is retiring from
CARAT and ADI.

The festive evening was enlived by a
compelling rock performance by Eddie
Jordan and the Robbers. Few of the
audience were left “unmoved”,literally !
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S U P P L I E R O F T H E YE A R :
THE DRIVING FORCE BEHIND
BILSTEIN GROUP

Ulrich Wiedemuth

Mick Burke

Hybrid and electric vehicle sales are rapidly increasing and appear set to dominate the automotive sector. As a result, companies such as
Bilstein Group must adapt and react proactively
to continue offering the widest range of highquality repair solutions to the Independent Aftermarket.
Bilstein Group exemplifies this every
day. Winning the “Supplier of the
Year” award at ADI’s Summit held in
May 2022, the honour was not just a
recognition for any achievement in cooperation with ADI and its
members, but rather it symbolized so much more. It represents the
overall performance of all departments in our company and is proof
that we live and breathe customer orientation, and we stay true
to our motto: ‘unbeatable as a team’. These factors are the ‘driving
force’ behind sustaining the trust placed in us.
Bilstein Group has been in the mobility business for a long time   longer than the automotive sector has existed. We have always
adapted to new situations to provide what the market requires
and create business opportunities. This is no different today, and
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we already have thousands of parts on offer for hybrid, electric and
alternate-powered vehicles.
More than 2,000 new articles are introduced annually for passenger
cars alone, and we have a database of over 90,000 individual
vehicle variants. Additionally, the delivery of more than four
million catalogue applications to the screens of distributors and
installers around the world puts the Bilstein Group in a very strong
position to provide the aftermarket with the widest range of repair
and maintenance parts both today and tomorrow.
The Bilstein Group is truly an independent company: we are agile
and able to adapt quickly. We focus on the current and future needs
of our customers - they are at the heart of everything we do. As
such, we adapt to their requirements and create the solutions that
are most needed. We support the aftermarket by producing what is
necessary for internal combustion, hybrid, electric and alternatepowered vehicles, applying to both road and off-highway vehicles.
We also rely heavily on our state-of-the-art production facilities.
At Bilstein Group Engineering, our strong technical expertise,
combined with our impressive and extensive production area,
results in creating products of only the highest quality. From initial
design, testing and tooling to serial production and our quality
management systems, every step of the process is carried out with
the utmost commitment and accuracy.
Giving immediate attention to article research for the latest
vehicle releases is the basis for our ‘Fast to Market’ approach. Early
identification of OE references provides either an instant connection
to an existing article or triggers a data alert in our product
development tools for prioritised new product introductions.
No third-party data is used for this critical research: our vehicle
and application research specialists have direct access to official
manufacturer EPC’s (electronic parts catalogues). Therefore, our
research is independent and 100% authentic.
Furthermore, our new online tool FANS - Future Article Notification
System - placed inside our partsfinder catalogue now gives
customers and installers the opportunity to suggest new products
or indicate specific article needs for an exact vehicle model via our
online parts-searching platform.
To prove this commitment even further, our additional new -  and
large  - logistics centre in Germany opened this year and provides us
with an even greater capacity to develop our future product offer.
We will move and develop to where the market needs us to be,
which is what we’ve achieved since 1844 - providing The Right
Product, in The Right Place, at The Right Time.

Tomorrow`s needs
are our Drive

With our three strong brands febi, SWAG and Blue Print, we are consistently
oriented to the current and future needs of our customers.
Maintaining an ongoing focus and commitment throughout our organisation to…
•

creating solutions to support sustainable progress and future opportunity for
each level of the supply chain

•

staying agile and knowing today what our customers need for business
development tomorrow

•

producing what is needed without the range restrictions of first or second tier
mono suppliers – we are independent

•

the Right Product in the Right Place at the Right Time

Strong today, unbeatable tomorrow.

www.bilsteingroup.com

ANTTI VALTAVAARA
PROCLAIMED AFTERMARKET
PROFESSIONAL OF THE YEAR 2022
During ADI’s Summit on 4 & 5 May in Monte Carlo, Antti Valtavaara,
Managing Director of AD Finland was proclaimed Aftermarket
Professional of the Year 2022 for its personal contribution and
achievement to the aftermarket and to AD International.
Antti received its trophy directly out of the hands of Armin Flossdorf,
the artist who created the painting of the F1 racing car on site.
Armin is a well-known artist within the Formula 1 scenery recognized
by Bernie Ecclestone, Michael Schumacher, Lewis Hamilton as well as
Jean Alesi and Kimi Räikkonen.

Dear Partners and colleagues,
Herewith I would like to thank all the people that have voted for
me during the election of “Aftermarket Professional of the Year
2022”. Being elected as the winner was a big surprise to me, but
honestly much appreciated! Thank You to all of you!
After checking the list of the previous winners I felt even more
humble and proud. What a group of Professionals! I’m convinced
that many people that selected my name took also into account
the recent developments within AD Finland: in a relatively short
period of time Finnish AD-members and in particular the majority
shareholder Bromangroup have reached a position as a market
leader and driver of the whole Finnish aftermarket.
Some of the most recent developments and achievements:
•

The Finnish AD workshop network, AD Autokorjaamo,
exists 30 years this year and has been elected as the most
trustworthy workshop network in Finland, including all car
importers.
2 fully automated logistic centers with over a million cubic
meters of storage make daily deliveries to all AD wholesalers
all over Finland.
“MyCAR”: the new workshop management system. The
cloud based system manages and integrates all the digital
workshop processes. It connects the wholesaler directly to
the workshop workflow.
The number of workshops using this digital platform is ten
times higher than the number of McDonalds restaurants in
Finland.

•
•
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The digital tool also has a very positive impact on the
satisfactory levels of the car owners - in short it is a real winwin situation.
As far as the international level is concerned, I strongly believe
in ADI’s strategy and I share the view that the ADI members are
excellent partners for our valued industry suppliers. One of our
common goals is to be able to offer a good environment for the
distribution of spare parts from the factories to the cars… and…
we will do even better in the future.
I wish to conclude by thanking all voters once again. I also wish all
the success to the ADI suppliers and partners. Today’s environment
might be extremely challenging, but I am convinced that together
we will find a way to cope with it. Together the future looks
brighter!

C A R AT:
PA S T A N D
FUTURE UNITED
At its shareholders’ meeting, CARAT, ADI partner in Germany,
celebrated the success story of the past 25 years and set the
course for the future.
CARAT was founded 25 years ago from
the three trading groups ad AUGROS,
drive Verbund and TS Union and today
looks back on an unparalleled success
story in the IAM. A quarter of a century of successful cooperation
in the independent aftermarket was to be duly celebrated within
the framework of the shareholders’ meeting. In order to give the
event the necessary framework, the decision was made to hold
the meeting in Mallorca.
Furthermore, Thomas Vollmar, founding member of CARAT and
since then managing director of the company, will retire from the
management of CARAT in the anniversary year. He hands over the
business to Christian Gabler, who has been working for CARAT for
11 years and has already been appointed to the management in

the middle of 2021. Heinrich Traude has been newly appointed
as second managing director, who will complete the future dual
leadership of the CARAT Gruppe in June 2022.
In addition to the ordinary meeting of the shareholders of CARAT
and ad-CARGO, the group had invited representatives from the
sector and industry as well as service providers to report on the
important future topics decided at the CARAT Future Forum.
Industry representatives presented the elaborated results of the
CARAT Digital Business Summit held a few days earlier on the
topics of mobility, data, customers and logistics. In addition to the
exciting new project ideas that emerged, the participants of the
Business Summit made a renewed commitment in particular to
work together on solutions for the entire industry.
The CARAT shareholders’ meeting was brought to a festive
conclusion at the gala evening held on Saturday in the
extraordinary ambience of the Finca Son Mir. It was an evening
worthy of the occasion on which Thomas Vollmar took the
opportunity to express his forthcoming farewell in words.
In addition to high-ranking representatives of the industry, GVA
President Hartmut Röhl also addressed the outgoing Managing
Director. With very personal words, he thanked him for the many
years of joint work and tireless commitment to the IAM. At the
same time, he wished him every success for this year’s candidacy
for his succession as GVA President.

From left to right: Christian Gabler - Thomas Vollmar

From left to right: Thomas Vollmar - Hartmut Röhl
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AD @ SHOWS

From 25 till 28 May 2022 the show
Autopromotec in Bologna, Italy, welcomed
more than 75.141 visitors.
AUTODIS ITALIA was present with an
impressive and open stand built to
receive customers, at which the following services /
products were exposed:


Xmaster: the program that supports the car repairer
to keep pace with the challenges and the technical
evolution in the car repairer profession, by offering
them state-of the-art equipment, specialized training
and value-added services.



Xenergy: the private label brand known for its incredible quality/price ratio and the completeness of
its assortment. Alle Xenergy spare parts undergo rigorous safety tests to guarantee motorists a product
with high quality standards and high performance
on the road.



New services for AD Service (AD Repair network)



Launch of the new ISOTECH technical equipment
brand in collaboration of Omar

Next to the professional part, the visitors were treated with
some animations such as an “Xmaster Competition” where
they could win diagnostic equipment, VR games, shooting
pictures,…
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Doyen Auto / Autodistribution Belgium brings all its
offers for independent wholesalers and garages together
in a single stand at Autotechnica 2022
Doyen Auto, the specialist in automobile spare parts distribution
in Belgium, opted for transparency at the Autotechnica fair
with a unique stand of 850 m2 for all its brands: the wholesalers
API and Autodistribution, and the concept garages 1, 2, 3
AutoService, AD Garage and ReQual Garage.
Doyen Auto brought all these brands together around one
common main theme: “Ready for the road ahead”. The Group
supports its multi-brand networks in the transition to the
mobility of the future with training, tools and resources
for the maintenance and repair of all makes of cars and
automotive technologies of today and tomorrow.

AD Parts Present At Motortec, Madrid
After a few years of absence, AD Parts
participated from 20 - 23 April at the Motortec
show in Madrid with 2 stands.
The first stand in Hall 5 presented spare parts
and tires, with the different Premium, Budget
and Quality brands and the flagship networks such as AD, Elite,
Premium, Auto Taller and the Expert Service Car network.
The stand in Hall 7 featured 32 training sessions by the AD
Technical Center (Grup Eina) to more than 1200 workshops, the
Millennium Program and the presentation of the new technical
support service for commercial vehicles, AD Truck.

Experience the power of garage networks
Doyen Auto’s booth is 850m², divided into two levels and five
zones.
Two zones were reserved for the group’s multi-brand concept
garages, 1,2,3 AutoService and Garage AD, with activities that
show independent garage owners how networks can sustainably
support their business.
The stand also featured a demonstration area in which a Peugeot
3008 was used for the training of car mechanics.

The attendees also discovered the new versions of the AD Taller
software, the tool for optimal workshop management and AD
Chronos, tool for time registration.
Obviously, AD Parts welcomed its visitors by offering a continuous
service of drinks and snacks in the two spaces, thus creating a
more relaxed meeting point.
After four intense days marked by visits and meetings, the event
came to an end with the feeling that the sector is back on track
after the pandemic. Undoubtedly a successful edition!

Working today on the garage of the future
Discovering the latest technologies was possible in the ‘garage of
the future’ zone, a realistic reconstruction of a workshop with the
new Requal garage equipment (Doyen Auto’s own brand), which
was launched at the fair. Visitors discovered ‘live’ on a Hyundai
Ioniq the solutions of Doyen Auto’s partners for the maintenance
of driver assistance systems (ADAS), remote diagnostics, the
reproduction of electronic keys and the ‘all-in’ sales tool Salto,
which allows them to find and order spare parts quickly.
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Discover the
next generation of diagnostics
Delphi Technologies Aftermarket, a brand of BorgWarner Inc, grows its diagnostic portfolio with an innovative, easy to
use analytic tool providing workshops with an extensive suite of diagnostic interrogations, real world data, and more.
The previous Vehicle Communication Interface (VCI) tool will still be fully supported within the diagnostic range to offer
workshops choice and flexibility in finding a diagnostic solution which meets their needs. This newly designed unit joins
Delphi Technologies’ diagnostic line up at an exciting time focused on pioneering the best diagnostics in the market.

Delphi Technologies’ latest VCI forges
the path for evolution of workshop
diagnostics
The new BlueTech VCI is designed from the ground up
to meet the changing aftermarket world. Its originality is
evident from its external characteristics alone. An LED
icon panel and matching colour coded surround lighting
mean its operation is visible to the technician from
almost any angle. Clear anti-counterfeiting measures
reassure workshops of an authentic Delphi Technologies
device. Upon powering up the unit with a CPU 5 times
more powerful than its predecessor, a technician can
immediately benefit from intuitive software with a fresh
look and feel. The future-ready unit brings to life new
integrations such as CAN FD for improved, modern
diagnostics with 3 CAN channels, and DoIP for the latest
vehicle functions which are here to stay such as telematics
and ADAS.

Connectivity, security, and
sustainability in one solution
PASS- THRU
SUPPORT

INTEGRATED DoIP

UNLOCK
SECURITY
GATEWAYS

“By making various diagnostic features integrated where
they weren’t before, we recognize workshops’ need to
have these functions at the ready for more and more
models that have advanced technology as standard.”
says Jean-Francois Bouveyron, VP for EMEA Aftermarket.
“Workshops are maturing in their diagnostic journey and
looking for similarly evolved diagnostic tools to boost
workshop productivity, such as the Delphi Technologies’
BlueTech VCI.”

WIFI
COMMUNICATION

BlueTech
Next generation diagnostics

delphiaftermarket.com
Delphi Technologies is a brand of BorgWarner Inc.

CAN FD
PROTOCOL

The new diagnostic tool has a built in WiFi and
communication encryption making the BlueTech VCI easy
and secure to connect with, and access highly soughtafter functionality. Security gateway allows the workshop
to seamlessly service security protected vehicles and
DTC-assist connects technicians with guided diagnostic
assistance. Pass thru diagnostics is a bridge between allmakes diagnostics and OEM diagnostics for safety recalls
and repair instructions.
Delphi Technologies’ market leading sustainability
programs help create a cleaner, more efficient world for
customers, communities, and the planet. The new VCI is
a small but powerful contributor to these sustainability
efforts as it can help workshops serve hybrid and electric
vehicles, provide LD and HD coverage in one device, and
meet critical emissions standards. “The BlueTech VCI also
helps workshops fix it right first time and contribute to
their own sustainability goals which are an increasingly
more critical factor of vehicle maintenance and repair.”
Comments Jean-Francois Bouveyron, “Customers want to
know that their diagnostic investment for the workshop
will grow as their business grows, and expand their service
offerings to welcome new vehicles through the door in the
future.”

